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At this moment, Adam Spanner suddenly pouted forward. 

Dustin followed the sound and saw a fully armed army appearing at the end of his sight. 

There are tens of thousands of people in a densely packed area. 

These soldiers were wearing black armor and had long swords hanging on their waists. They 

were majestic and impressive. 

At first glance, it looks like a torrent of steel. 

Even from a distance, you can feel a strong sense of oppression. 

This army is the most powerful elite in West Lucozia, the Black Dragon Army! 

”It seems Lorenzo has been arrested.” Margaret’s beautiful eyes narrowed slightly. 

The leader of this black dragon army is none other than Thorian Rhys. 

Previously, he led more than a thousand people to break out of the encirclement and led 

the elite team of Dragon Guard Pavilion into the trap that had been laid out long ago. 

In the end, they were directly crushed with absolute strength advantage. 

More than 5,000 of the enemy were killed and the rest were captured. 

”Dong dong dong…” 

Tens of thousands of black dragon troops are getting closer and closer, and the sense of 

oppression is getting stronger and stronger. 



Even the White Tiger Army on the city wall couldn’t help but look solemn and secretly 

frightened. 

Rumor has it that the Black Dragon Army is the strongest in the Dragonmarsh Kingdom. 

Since its creation, it has won hundreds of battles and made extraordinary achievements 

many times. No army can compete head-on with the Black Dragon Army. 

Now that they have seen it with my own eyes, they know that the rumors are true. 

The strong killing aura in the Black Dragon Army is enough to disdain all armies. 

”Brother! The mission has been completed. All the remaining members of the Dragon 

Protection Pavilion have been captured, and not a single fish has slipped through the net!” 

Thorian Rhys took the lead to step forward and return to his life. 

”Good job.” Dustin nodded. 

”How are you doing here? Is Ji Yuanzun dead?” Thorian Rhys looked left and right. 

”His head has been chopped off, do you want to kill him?” Adam Spanner lightly kicked with 

his foot. 

Ji Yuanzun’s head rolled on the ground for a distance like a football, and finally stopped at 

Thorian Rhys’s feet. 

”Damn it! Are you so ugly? No wonder you wear a mask all the time to show off.” Thorian 

Rhys spat on the ground. 

He naturally hated this guy who assassinated his father and brought harm to West Lucozia. 

”Ji Yuanzun is dead, all his elite men have been arrested, and the Dragon Guard Pavilion has 

been completely destroyed.” Dustin sighed softly. 

Ten years of grudges finally come to an end today. 

”By the way, brother, there is still this traitor!” 



Thorian Rhys suddenly waved his hand and ordered someone to take out the tied up 

Lorenzo and push him in front of Dustin. 

”Kneel down!” 

Thorian Rhys kicked Lorenzo in the knee. 

Lorenzo groaned and fell to his knees on the spot. 

”Lorenzo?” 

Dustin frowned, and his face quickly turned gloomy. 

He had always regarded Lorenzo as his uncle, but unexpectedly he was stabbed in the back 

and almost died. 

This kind of betrayal by a close relative is far more abhorrent than the revenge of an enemy! 

 


